
Homework
Week of 9–17-18

Reminders:

Coming up…

9/18  Fundraiser packets due

       Highland Center Field Trip!

9/20 5:00 p.m. PTA meeting & 
       Family Movie Night
9/21 7:45 a.m. Bobcat Shop open on
       blacktop
9/24 NO SCHOOL for students
       Staff Professional Development day

What We’re Learning: 
                      Students will…

❏ Fluently add and subtract multi-digit 
whole numbers using the standard 
algorithm

❏ Solve multi-step word problems
❏ Perform unit conversions

Monday
⧠Stretch it unit 6
⧠math

Tuesday
⧠ Fix It unit 6
⧠ math

Wednesday
⧠ Create it unit 6
⧠ math

Thursday
⧠ Word Work unit 
6
⧠ math

Friday
DUE TODAY:
⧠ Welcome Work
⧠ Homework
⧠ Spelling Test

I0 minutes 
fluency

10 minutes 
fluency

10 minutes 
fluency

10 minutes 
fluency

Math/Technology

● Determine the main idea of a text and 
explain how it is supported by key 
details

● Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 
supporting a point of view with reasons 
and information.

Language Arts   Students will…

➔ Research and present a member of one 
of the five vertebrate Classes. 

➔ Week 4: Government

30 minutes 
reading

30 minutes 
reading

30 minutes 
reading

30 minutes 
reading

NAME:_____________________________ #_____

Parent/Guardian Initial

Science/Social Studies  Students will…



Go 4th and Conquer!

BIG IDEA

From room 415

Riddle #6

I am a three-digit whole number between 300 and 
500.  My ones digit is the largest single digit prime 
number.  My tens digit is even.  The sum of my digits 
is 14.  What number am I?

Spelling Unit 6

Last week’s answer: 193

1. special
2. ran
3. full
4. town
5. complete
6. its
7. it’s
8. every
9. however

10. along
11. nothing
12. sound
13. certain

Review missed words from last week

Please note: 
there will be 
20 words on 
the spelling 
test which 
will include 
some words 
from last 
week.
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